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In-Ground Ore-Roasting Kilns on the Hauraki Goldfield,
Coromandel Peninsula. New Zealand

P.R.MOORE' and N.A.RITCHIE2

This paper presents the results of a study of the in-ground gold ore-roasting kilns on the Hauraki gold field,
Coromandel Peninsula, North Island, New Zealand. Ore-roasting was restricted to this goldfield in New
Zealand. The study involved a review of the ore-roasting process, examination of historical accounts of the
kilns and their operation, and recording, mapping and assessment of all known kiln-sites. The history of ore-
roasting at each of the principal sites is related to the survivingfield remairc. The paper also incorporates an
analysis of the kilns' design and operation. Some comparisow are made with similar gold ore treatments and
technolog,, on the Australian goldfields, partly to ascertainwhy some New Zealand mining companies adopted
ore-roasting at s time (1889-1898) long after it had largely been discontinued in Australia, where the heyday
of ore-roasting was in the I860s.

*:: 
:::lns of roasting (also called calcining, and occasionally

-r,:--:: ) as a metallurgical technique are uncertain but it has a
1 a -'s:or) . For example it was reported by Diodorus Siculus

: :: :rptian-occupied Ethiopia some 2000 years ago: 'The

- :-:€aiing earth which is hardest [quartz in this instance], they
::-* : -- uith a hot fire, and when they have crumbled it this
,, r :i. conthue the working of it by hand ...'(Yorurg1970:65,
':: , -i: {'16pbrey et al. 1998, 184).

-:: 3.-.mans (and possibly earlier civilisations) developed
;:. " -,:'c-fued brick and masonry kilns for roasting metallic
-: 1-.r :alcrning limestone. From their frst appearance, at
::: -- - ' r :ousand years ago, the construction of kilns and their
: :": : ,- :: operation have changed little. Regular references to
-:: :---3ss as 'calcining' suggest that both the technique
' !*:a a:rd the technology (roasting kilns) are adaptations

: : -:. :uch longer established practice of burning lime in
,:r.s- !:-i.tures.3 The advent of roasting kilns enabled much
-r::- , -.-res to be processed and large ones were able to be
' -t i'l r-ilialll' continuously. a

- :-. :arual Gold: Its Occutence and Extraction,Lock
, : . :1 , cited fwo benefits gained from roasting goldbearing

-: '.:. ::: :rushing. The fust was to make it more friable so
:- ' " : -.i crush more readily; the second was to achieve the

:: '  : :  c f  sulphides which hinder separat ion and
rl: * ;::-::r:r of gold particles. The extra friability of quartz
r:-:::.: :', roasting was mentioned as the reason why toll mills
- - ' : :=::ries) in Bendigo, Victoria, Australia (in 1854)

* ::*:: :::J benveen roasted and unroasted quartz in their
*' . : . -- a :::s. charging about one pound per ton less for roasted
. --5:: :.:::-se it lessened the wear on their crushing machinery
. '- :- :':a -<J).5 Roasting is also said to coagulate very minute

.r : : i1 :.-s,' float gold') which tend to float on the water during
:*- i.-:: 

-.: 
amalgamation and be discharged along with the

" -:i :":l :: theSe pIOCeSSeS.

:-.: . :retallurgical perspective, the roasting ofrefractory
r : '.:'i '.i:s htended to produce desired chemical changes
a* ::: : :.lch higher proportion of the fme gold particles so
l;' - ' - r :e recovered by fi,uther ffeatrnents. However, roasting
. :r : .' :'.i:.] s beneficial. Experiments by Lock revealed that
:-r:,:': j:: :: ercessive roasting Of refractory quartz in kilns

- - --:::. :n rmpervious slag which impeded the action of
:.s-, -:- ..-.:elv used for amalgamating gold). A contemporary
li -.-;:- --:::g engineer reached similar conclusions.6 The
* :--, : '.. -. :o obtain slow combustion of the wood, so as to

-  :  - : : : - ' :  heat and smelt ing of  the ore,  which were
. -  :  - : : :  : : ; l ive.  However,  despi te these operat ional

- i - - -: -. 'ck (1882:1056) concluded that 'the benefits to
-'' ::- : : : : :r the friability of quutz after calcination are very
'' -.r- - -:--- .rshter stamos will suffice to reduce it than when

the same is in a raw or imperfectly roasted condition. It is also
obvious that grinding machinery of every kind will perform its
office more efficiently and perfectly',

Lock and more recently Gojak and Aller (1997:26) have
undertaken experiments with quenching roasted quartz. Their
results showed that it can greatly increase friability and therefore
appears to be beneficial, but we have found no reports or evidence
ofquenching roasted auriferous quartz at Aushalasian kiln sites.
In fact, unless it was done in a very controlled manner, quenching
is likely to have been counterproductive, given that the objective
of roasting was to produce a well dried and more friable product
ready for furth€r treatments.

Faced with hard refractory ores giving poor retums in relation
to assay values, mining companies in many parts of the western
world turned to ore-roasting last cenhrry. In the American West,
prior to the adoption of reverbatory fumaces, they seem to have
initially relied on the simple 'bonfre' (open heap) method for
roasting refractory ores, but in Australasia (and possibly only in
Aushalasia), some companies constructed substantial roasting
kilns to alter the ore in desired ways and maximise the returns
from each ton of ore processed.T Obviously they had concluded
that the benefits of roasting (less wear and tear on crushing
machinery and better recovery rates)outweighed any
disadvantages associated with the method.E

Quartz roasting was widely canied out on the goldfields in
Victoria, Australia during the 1850s, but by the 1860s
improvements in crushing technology were begiruring to discredit
the process (Davey 1986). An inventory of some 2500 mining
sites in Victoria has documented only 23 'quartz roasting sites'.e
In the absence ofantecedents elsewhere, it would appear that
the use of 'lime-burning type' kilns for roasting refractory gold
ores in Australasia was pioneered on the Victorian goldfields.

Three generalised types of wood fuelled kilns designed for
roasting gold-bearing ores have been documented in Australasia:

l. free-standing, above-ground masonry structures.
2. kilns formed by excavating into a hillside or mound

and completing the sffucture, where necessary, with
masonry (typically by creating a front wall).

3. subsurface in-ground kilns (unlined or brick-lined).
Twenty five gold ore-roasting kiln sites have been

documented in Australia (23 in Victoria, 2 in N.S.W.). Of the
total, the sole Type 3 is represented by a pair of kilns at Fentemans
Reef in Victoria.ro

In New Zealand, ore-roasting kilns are found only on the
Hauraki field, a direct response to the refractory ores therein.rr
They are all ofthe in-ground type (Type 3), which were emptied
via chutes accessed by service tunnels. Surprisingly few ofthe
obsolescent kiln-pits have been filled in; most appear to have
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just been abandoned, while new plant was established elsewhere
on the sites.

Probably because of their limited use, the establishment of
roasting kilns by a handful of mining companies on the Hauraki
helds barely rated a mention in contemporary newspaper
accounJs, although advocacy of 'pre-roasting ore,, its gradual
adoption by a few compnnies, and its evenfual discontinuation
is chronicled intermittently in official rcports and records, most
notably in the Aanual Mining Reports nthe Appendices to the
Journals of the House of Representallues (AJHR).

THE HAURAKI IilLNS: HISTORICAL AND
TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUNI)

From the outset of goldmining in the Ohinemuri district (the
southem part of the Hawaki goldfield) in the early 1870s, the
miners experienced great difficulty in recovering even 40% of
the assay value of the auriferous quartz. Dwing the next two
decades, despite all kinds of 'fancy methods, being tried
(including the La Monte smelting process, tle Railey reduction
process, and the Parkes process), and further discoveries ofrich
ore bodies, there was a general sense of pessimism, particularly
at Karangahake. Entrepreneurs were reluctant to invest in the
Karangahake mines because the low grade gold"/silver ores could
not be teated profitably.'2 Many methods of heatnent were tried
with indifferent results 'due to the fine state of the gold'.'3

From 1887 on, following assay trials, the Mines lnspector
was advocating pre-roasting as a means of improving the gold
recovery percentage, The results of an experiment were reported
in which assay of quartz samples showed that about 33 % ofthe
gold and 95 % of the silver was 'left in the stone, when it was
amalgamated in its natural state; whereas by roasting and then
amalgarnating in the presence of cyanide of potassium, only l0%
of the gold alad 40o/o of the silver was lost. The Inspector
concluded it was useless to mill such ores in ordinary wet
stamper-mills. He recommended a four-stage process: spalling
(i.e. breaking and screening the ore); followed by calcining,
crushing and 'amalgamating with cyanide'; and, if warranted,
fi.rrther concentrating and chemical treatnents at a specialised
'metallurgical works'.ra In a later report (1887) the Inspecting
Engineer, from his understanding of recent successes in the
United States conceming the fteatment of difficult refractory
ores using reverbatory kilns, advocated the use of similar
technology on the Hauraki field.'5 The following year it was
reported that the manager ofthe new Union G.M.C. had recently
visited some of the mining centes in America to ascertain how
similar ores were teated there. As a result the company ,planned

to [pre]treat its ore by roasting'.16

Within the next few years at least eight companies adopted
ore-roasting in kilns with wood fuel 'to dry and render it more
friable for crushing' (it is not clear why they generally opted for
wood-buming ore kilns rather than reverbatory fumaces). But
the ore-roasting era was to be short-lived. By the mid 1890s the
innovative Crown G.M.C. (the first in the world to use the
cyanide process on a commercial  scale in 1889) was
experimenting with ore-drying (as opposed to roasting) and
cyaniding. In 1896 the company trialled wet-crushing. The
Mining Warden hailed it as the beginning of a new era which
would see the demise of ore-roasting throughout the district:

From the experiments lately conducted in the Crown
mines battery with the wet-crushing process it is believed
a new era will be started in the milling process ... The
advantages are so important... It will completely do away
with the 'dust evil'... which has caused so many deaths.
This alone stamps the process as a blessing, but it will
also to a very great extent assist in preserving the timber,
which wil l all be required for bona fide mining
operations, instead of being ruthlessly cut and bumt in
the kihs. The ore will not require roasting in the kiln
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before going through the mill, thus saving a large amormt
ofmoney, the cost of cutting, splitting etc., and conveying
to the battery has been a costly matter. But the greatest
advantage it claims is that, whilst by dry-crushing one
ton of ore per diem can be crushed by each stamp, by the
new process double the result can be obtained.r?
By 1899-1901, the overall benefits of wet-crushing were

recognised. Most of the mining companies converted their
batteries to wet-crushing (in conjunction with the cyanide
process), thus negating the need for ore-roasting.

FIELD SURVEY METHODS

Our study involved an inspection of all known kiln-sites on the
Hauraki goldfield. Some had been briefly described in the course
of previous surveys or are mentioned in local histories.rs
Measurements were made of all the extant kilns, and plans made
by tape and compass of the more sipifrcant sites. Elevations
were detennined by using a 1.5 m long Jacobs staff Slopes and
angles were measured by clinometer. Access into the 8 m-plus
deep kilns was achieved by using multi-section aluminium fiee-
climbing ladders. Kiln widths were determined at the grouud
surface and, where possible, at a known depth (usually at the
level of infilling). The depth of each kiln was measured by
suspending a nylon tape from the midpoint of a line stetched
across the top. Because of debris in the kilns, only minimtrm
depths could be measured in most cases, although a 1.2 m long
probe was used on occasions to try and establish the depth of
infilling. Fieldwork was carried out between August 1996 and
September 1998.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The ore-roasting kilns are almost entirely restricted to the
Maratoto-Waihi-Karangahake are4 the southemmost part of the
Coromandel Peninsula (Fig. t). The only definite kilns known
outside this area are located near Kuaotunu, north of Whitianga.
The main surviving kiln-sites are those at the Union-Waihi,
Woodstock-Talisman, Victoria, and Kapai-Vermont batteries.
The Woodstock-Talisman, Victoria and St Hippo kilns are in
reserves administered by the Departrnent of Conservation; the
others are on privately owned or leased land. A summary ofthe

Fig. 1: Map of the Ohinemuri district showing the location of ore-
roasting kilns. Inset: Coromandel Peninsula, showing area covered by
the main map and location of the Kapai-Vermont kilns.
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TABLE 1: Summary of information on the Hauraki kilns

St. Location No. of kilrs Date(s) of
constrction Period of we Ore capacity (tors)

(1) Rebrerres

rr@OSTOCK-
TLSI\,IAN
{,rarBatake

J\FTIIAAH
$snl

SL'TERTON
lbn

rETORI{
fi!mrt

JFIFE
6laraui Valley

I|#"-JKAURI
Slcral Valey

FT -€N CROSS
ilhce.ri Valley

r -fPct
lb-t\hfey

..IFIFI|ERMONT
rfuun \laby

4 (1889)
10 (18s0)

13 ( 1895€

4

2 (18s4)
5 (18s6)

1894€

1 889,1 890,
1895-6

c.1896

1 897 or 1 898

1 890?

1 895?

1 893

1897?

1894€

'1894-1897

1 889-1 902

1 896-

1 898-1 901

1 896-1 899

't894-1899

1 897-1 901 ?

1 894-1 897

50
100

250?

150

150

[50]

200-250

60

[s0-100]?

80

AJHR
1 895,1 896,1 897
Climie & Straples

1 983

AJHR
1 889,1891,1 894

I 895,1896
McAra 1988

McAra 1988

AJHR 1898,1903
McAra 1988

Downey 1935

AJHR 1897
Downey 1935

AJHR 1894,1895
Twohill 1987

AJHR 1898
Broad etal 1984

AJHR
1895,1896,1897

Simpson 1979

t50l

10

2?

lb ' Flgues in brackets are probable capacities (see Table 2).

,h( lr orosuuction and periods of use of all known Hauraki
lffi :s res€nted in Table 1.

trEs'dti OlhihD

lM L-mum. slaim 4f Waihi was worked from 1885 by the Union
'G*!{.C" I! 1889 the company erected a large plant for the
ift,inlt aod treatment of ore. It included four .drying'kilns,

fr frE omsructed on the Hauraki field: 'The ore, as it comes
fiE db rriDe. is dumped into the kilns, and while it undergoes
ft procss of dr,ving, it is partially calcined. The kilns ile of a
mr' funrn resembling a lime-kiln.' After crushing (in Globe

crushers) the company intended to further 'treat the
ft@ ;ulrerised material in a Howell revolving roasting
-  ! "  

*

FMEE iEtT rhe Waihi G.M.C. beganto acquire claims inthe
.pamimiing the Union Company's holdings in 1894. A new
drrfrinar mmpan!; the Union/Waihi, was established in which
fu gruc omxpan!'had a controlling interest.2o

-!E Es I t9-l report the Mines Inspector drew attention to the
w :r:rcal in rhe open kilns which the Union/Waihi Co. was
*-'9" :b. qere made in the shape of an inverted cone, having
ir rrru E:e bonom. from which the ore was drawn out when

dried, and the kiln emptied ready for another charge'.2r The
company had recently constructed much larger kilns, said to be
20 ft in diameter at the top and 37 ft in depth, capable ofholding
100 tons of ore. With reference to tresling the ore by the Cassel
[cyanide] process the manager reported t'[r. ot. is first dried in
open kilns 'tapering down to the bottom, where they are finished
with a brick arch, have a door and an iron chute for discharging
the dried ore into trucks. These kilns are fust charged with wood
and ore in layers, each layer being about 5 ft apart. After the
kiln is fully charged the wood is lighted, and after all being bumt
up, about one half of the charge is withdrawn - 50 tons- and a
similar quantity of wet ore and fuewood added on to the top of
the charge'. By this means the kilns were never allowed to cool
down, and there was always sufficient heat to ignite the fuewood,
which was added and mixed with the new charge. This method
of drying the ore was much more fuel efficieit because there
was not a large body of cold material to heat up as was the case
with the smaller kilns, which were emptied at each charge. The
cost of the firewood used in the large kilns was about I shilling
and 6 pence per ton ofdried ore.22

During 1894-95 extensive additions were made to the Union/
Waihi mill. Thirty new stamps were installed and additions made
to the roasting-kilns and cyanide plant.23 The following year
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'two new calcining-kilns, of a capacity of 250 tons, were
constructed, making a total of 13 kilns in use, with an average
capacify of I 50 tons each'. The firewood for the kilns and engines
was conveyed from the bush by a tram road. In that year 10484
tons of timber was consumed (in the kilns and boilers), the cost
of the wood for the kilns being I shilling and 9 pence per ton of
quartz. The total cost of roasting in 1894 was 3 shillings and
I penny per ton.2a A rehospective report on the Union/Waihi
battery stated the total costs involved in processing one ton of
ore (based on a sample of 40764 tons) was $US7.291lton, of
which $US0.045/ton was spent on hansporting the ore to the
kilns and $US0.5 I 6 was spent on roasting each ton.25 An I 897
surnmary of the plant at the mins included '13 kilns, from 50 to
150 tons capacity' (note the contradiction with the stated
capacities in the I 894 report).26

In 1898 the Union/Waihi G.M.C. was thinking of converting
to wet-crushing. Although it was almost certainly using its kilns,
because it was still dry-crushing, they are not listed in the
company's plant.27 Dry-crushing continued to be favoured
because the ore, despite using the same sieve sizes, tended to
crush more finely than by wet-crushing (Banks 1912:ll8).
During 1 899 the company began to convert to 'wet-stamping'.2E

In 1901 the Waihi G.M.C. took over the Union-Waihi
Company's properties (including the Silverton battery). The
company now had 330 head of stamps at its disposal in its three
batteries (a huge stamping capacity by world standards) and
rapidly completed their conversion to 'wet-crushing.2e The
Mines Inspector noted 'dry crushing which for several years was
very general in the northem goldfields [and had 'a very injurious
effect on the men employed in the mills where it was carried
on'] is now not practised in New Zealand'.3o The adoption of
wet-crushing at the Waihi mill necessitated considerable
alterations and additions to the plant. These included the removal
ofthe shed over the kilns which thereafter were 'used as storage-
hoppers for a reserve ofore'.3r

In a retrospective paper reviewing ore treatments at the
Unior/Waihi mill, the company's metallurgist stated 'that kiln
drying and dry-crushing had proven very satisfactory in the early
days (1890s) so long as the ore was practically free of base
sulphides; but if they were present trouble was experienced,
owing to the formation of soluble sulphates while the ore was in
the kilns' @anks l9l2:120).

As this sunmary reveals there are some contradictions in the
historical records. They indicate that there were four drying kilns
in use on the Union battery site in I 889.3, In 1890 the number had
been increased to 10, each of 50 tons capacity,33 although a later
report contradicts this number.3a However, by 1894 the Waihi
G.M.C. had constructed an unstated number of larger kilns
(probably by modifring the earlier ones), capable of holding 100
tons of ore.35 These were said to be '20 ft in diameter at the top and
37 ft in depth' (i.e. about 6 m by 11 m deep - it is likely the latter
figure is an enor and meant to be 27 ft, about 8 m). Two new
calcining kilns, said to be of 250 tons capacity (each), were
constructed in 1895-96 making a total of 13 kilns in use, 'with an
average capacity of 150 tons each' (refer Table 1).

The Union kilns are located near the base of Union Hill.
Ten of the 13 historically recorded kilns are still clearly
identifiable, clustered together in two rows of five (Fig. 2). Two
other conical 'holes', situated at a slightly lower level, may also
have been kilns originally (discussed below).

The main kilns range from 6.7 m to 8 m in diameter, and
appear to have been 8 to 8.5 m deep. Most are partially infrlled
with debris. The true depths of only two (kilns 1,10) could be
measured; they are 8.2 and 8.5 m deep respectively. Four kilns
(nos l, 3, 6, l0) are completely or partly brickJined, although it
is possible that in some of the others the original brick lining
has fallen away. In kiln I the brickwork extends up to about
3 m from the base. Above this level the walls appear to be
plastered with concrete. Most unusually, the bricks in kiln 3
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Fig. 2: Plan and section through the Union/Waihi kilns.

have been laid end-on.

Underground access to the kilns was from separate tunnels
(A, B), one serying four of the kilns (1, 2, 9, 10), the other
providing access only to nos 7 and 8 @ig. 2). Kilns 3-6 must
have been accessed from a third tunnel (C), which presrunably
extended from the now collapsed portal just south ofthe other
two.

Ventilation for the access hrnnels was provided partly by
narrow airshafts. Ctrriously, the airshaft beside kiln 7 opens out
into the side of the kiln about 2 m from the top, rather than
extending directly to the surface. A small, inclined shaft also
extends from the side of kiln 5. No airshafts from the third
access tunnel (C) have been located, althougfi a shaft (2 m x
I m) at the rear of kiln I may have connected with that tunnel.

By comparing our observations with the historical records it
would seem that the ten kilns still evident on the site are the
same ten that existed in 1890, and that they were enlarged in
1894 to increase their capacity to 100 tons. Enlargement ofthe
original 50-ton kilns would explain why there is so little space
between them. However, all the kilns are now of similar size.
and the reported diameter (6 m) does not agree with their present
widths (average 7.5 m).

If two of the four original (1889) kilns are represented by
the 'holes' which open into the main service tunnels (A, B), it
would explain their conical shape, why tunnel B has a second,
obsolete entrance, and possibly also the presence ofairshafts?
near the entrance to tunnel A. At their present depth (5-6 m)
these holes 'are on the small side' for kilns, although ifthe ground
level had been lowered by at least 3 m after they were abandoned,
then their original dimensions could have been about 8 m deep
by 5. 5 m wide. That would make them roughly the same size as
the Jubilee kilns (see below).

Assuming the two 'holes' are modifred kilns, then the
,tt
,{:
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'holcs'
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: -3stion remains of where the other two were located. One
:. ssibility is that they were situated just to the east, and
- : sequently enlarged to become kilns 7 and 9. That would mean

:: '.\'estem two were abandoned and modified into ventilation
: .:s in 1890, during construction of the additional eight kilns

-r  6.8.  10).

lAe location of the two 250-ton or the three 150-ton kilns
:.'::rbed in historical records is not apparent but it is possible
- ;:. '.\ ere located just south of the other ten on an area of now
", ::sed ground.

,e :,,dstock-Talisman (Karangahake)

: - : :IS inception the Woodstock Company experimented with
:::-.. :rocesses in an effort to recover more gold from the difrcult
-:, :. :heir claim. The company was one of the first (in 1894)

.: - :: roasting as described in this account:

--:: fWoodstock] crushing plant includes drying kilns,

' -:^:lar in construction to those lately constructed by the
.;' '' 1i Company.... Dry crushing is resortedto... The kiln
, : ft in depth, and 17 ft in diameter on top, having an
.:-;-snaped bottom, and is coveredwith a shed [the depth

;-:: is incorrect]. The drying of the ore is continuous.
: ::: a certain quantity is taken out at the bottom, more

-: ". rre and frewood is placed on the top, and by this
:. =s the kiln is always kept full and burning. The kiln
' . -: constructed on the side of a hill, a drive is put in
r -- ie face to its bottom, and by a tramway from tlfs

point the dried ore is delivered to hoppers, which in tum
deliver it automatically to the rock-breaker.r6
During 1895 the Woodstock Company erected a new 40-

head dry-crushing battery. The expanded operation included the
excavation oftwo? further kilns (see Plate 1).3? The Woodstock
battery was reported to be 'of the most modern type, working
smoothly and well, which can be gathered from the fact that the
ore is not touched from the time it is put into the kilns until it
has frnished the entire course of the mill'.r8 However. the
Woodstock mine managers and shareholders were far from happy
with the low percentage of the gold the mill was recovering from
their ore. The Mines Inspector noted:

Owing to its refractory character considerable difficulty
has been experienced in the fieafrnent of the Woodstock
ore, and many processes have been tried without success.
Dry-crushing [following roasting] with subsequent
cyanide treahent, followed up by concentation and
amalgama1i61, gave the best results, but even then the
extaction was comparatively low, and the consumption
of cyanide made milling operations costly [almost
certainly partly attributable to charcoal contamination
from the roasting process absorbing the cyanide solution].
A start has been made to crush wet with a dilute solution
of cyanide in the mortar boxes, as an experiment, and
the bullion results were so highly satisfactory that it was
decided to adopt wet-crushing.3e

,: i:: ,: i j'i operatton, late 1890s (centre). Lltoodstock battery at left. Note the stack offuelwood between the two kiln sheds (photo
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River. Kilns l, 3 and 4 are still in good condition, but kiln 5 has
partialy collapsed. Kiln 2 has been filled in at some stage.

Either one or two of tle kilns (nos I and 2, Fig. 3) were
constructed by 1894, coincident with the construction of the
first Woodstock battery.a3 TWo or tlree more were created in
1895-96.44_ . The battery was enlarged, and converted from dry
to wet erushing in I 897, at which time ore-roasting was probably
terminated. By 1909 the shed covering kilns2-+ [ad been
demolished.

The Woodstock kilns are characterised by their narrow V
shape and greater depth (up to 9.5 m) than thoie elsewhere. The
lhlismqkiln, however, appears to have been somewhat larger,
although if it was loaded from the breach on its southwest si-<te,
the useable depth may have been only 8-8.5 m. None of the
kilns is bricklined.

Underground access to kilns 2-4 was from a senrice tunnel
offthe Stanley Crosscut. The southern entance to this tunnel
appea$ to have been purposely blocked off Ventilation to the
kilns, other than from the hrnnel itse[, was provided by a small
airshaft extending from a side adit north of kiln 2.

Access to kiln 5 was provided by a tunnel located at the rear
ofthe Talisman battery,s tube mills (installed in l9l0). Roasted
ore from this kiln would probably have been trucked out at the
same level as thrc primary crushers ofthe original battery which
was sited at a lower elevation than the later (1901) plant.s

Victoria battery (Waikino)

The Victoria battery was constructed by the Waihi G.M.C. during
1896-1897 in order to process ore from its hugely productiv-
MarthaMine at Waihi, 8 km to the east (McAra l9g-S).

Fig. 3: Plan of the Woodstock-Talisman kilns, Karangahatrc.

In 1899 it was reported tlat .formerly the [Woodstock] ore
was freated by roasting and dry crushing. This method, though
giving a good extaction, was very costly'.4

The Talisman Qeldmining Company,s battery was adjacent
to the Woodstock Company's in the lower Waitawheta River
gorge. Its single kiln (kiln 5, Fig. 3) was probably constructed
in 1894 or 1895, in conjunction with the first Talisman battery.
The Thlisman G.M.C. took over the Woodstock company in 1904
but had discontinued roasting sometime in lg96 for several
reasons:

The ore is conveyed from the mine by aerial tramway,
and delivered into the kiln formerly used for drying the
ore and now used as a storage-hopper. From the kiln the
ore goes to a rock breaker ... from which it is
automatically fed into a revolving ore-drier. The use of
this contrivance is a new departure for New Zealmd,
and is expected to effect a considerable saving in fue| to
obviate loss ofcyanide caused by the presence ofcharcoal
and partially carbonised wood in ore dried by the kiln-
process, and to prevent the fusion of fine particles of
gold into globules on which cyanide solution cannot
effectively act. ar

The Talisman Company formally opened its new 50-stamp
*e1-enrshing & ryaniding plant in July 1901. In the intervening
years, 1896-1901, the revolving drying fumace, which made
the company's kiln obsolete, was rqlorted to be working very
satisfactorily and processing 40 tons per day.a2

There were five kilns associated with the Woodstock and
Talisman batteries @ig. 3). They are located on the steep hillside
east of the Waitawheta River, near its junction with the Ohinemuri
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-: 
:rtck ltning and entrance to the

1 :: : -:iom @hoto by Lloyd Homer).

-:: a-s: :ecorded reference (in 1 898) to kilns at the Victoria
i r :J:: The kilns and rock-breakers Eue situated on rising
: ;:: r -:e back of the battery ... After burning [the ore] is
: u* -:'r 

--1- r .- :h a g,v-ratory breaker .. . in a separate building, and
:u::-: - ::cked to the stamps'.46 Within a year the Mines
:ri:e-- :: '.i 

- 
questioning whether ore roasting was a sustainable

]tr j r-:-,:::c means of treating ore:
-:: :. -:s:ion of the future supply of timber at the present
-1 : -. ;.ln5rmption is also a difficulty that will have to
',: j::: . The Waihi Company cut about 5 acres every
.r': ::: ::\'. This, of course, is chiefly consumed in the
"' =:a ..iore. When it is pointed out that at the Waikino
-:::.-. :rrrne there are six large kihs in constant use,
::!: :-:.jrng 25 tons [see below], it may be imagined
-::: : ::rsiderable quantity of timber is required to
-: -, -.:-\ roast it.17
: . -'.'. ue Victoria battery was completely converted to

':----::,,r_i and roasting ceased.48 The kilns are located on
:: i : --:i: :oint of the Victoria battery site.4e They were
* -r: . :r;avated in 1897 and first used in January 1898

-.--. .:!! I il). Although the historical reference mentions
. :1: .::s rn constant use', and only six are depicted on

:r :,::r. nere is field evidence of eight (Fig. 4), although
-, : :33r !'ompletely filled in, possibly prior to 1902.50

:: ::: s:\ are clustered in two rows of three. Thev are
* 

-r--r;r '- i tarl) 'rvell preserved (see Plate 2).
-:: !::s range from 8.5 to 9.5 m deep and average 8 m

wide at the top. Early photos show they were covered by an
open-sided twin-gabled shed with a louvered ridgeline ventilator.
Study of dated photographs of the site indicate that this kiln
shed was demolished within a few vears of the cessation of
roasting.

Ore trucks were winched up to a turntable at the southem
end of the kilns, and then either trucked along rails between the
rows of kilns (from whence the ore was dumped into the kilns),
or possibly the trucks were manoeuwed on rails across the cente
of the kilns, in a fashion similar to that used on some lime kiln
operations. However, there is only one piece of possible field
evidence ofthe latter system - a vertically standing length of
tram-line in kiln 8 which, although it appears somewhat
lightweight for the purpose, may have supported tracks across
the top of the kiln. Obviously any track-supporting structure
built over the kilns would have had to have been substantial to
take the weight of loaded ore trucks, and be made of fairly fue
resistant materials.

The roasted ore was extracted from the kilns via a c.200 m
long U-shaped access tunnel (Fig. 4). Having two entrances/
exits must have greatly facilitated the loading out of batches of
roasted ore from each kiln and assisted ventilation. Additional
ventilation was provided by a 37 m long side tunnel, a large
airshaft at the U-bend, arld 2 airshafts extending off a curious
side adit near kilns 6 and7. Cable runners in the tunnel suggest
that a haulage system supplemented human energy for moving
the loaded ore trucks throush the tunnel.



Jubilee (Waitekauri Valley)

No historical account or photographs ofthe kilns on the Jubilee
battery site are known. The Jubilee battery was erected .around
1889-90' @owney 1935:215) but the fi$t official reference to
it did not appear until 1892.5t The report makes no mention of
any kilns butthey were presumably constructed about that fime.

. ft9 kilns, originally reported by Broad et at. (19g4), are
located on a n.urow ridge between two gullies, abbut l-j0 m
Aom the battery site. A small terrace (20 m x 14 m) has been
excavated on one side ofthe ridge to provide a level area for
them.

There are two definite kilns, each about 5 m in diameter and
(originally) 8 m deep. A third pit only 2-3 m in diameter, but
partially collapsed and largely infilled, appears too mall to have
been a kiln.52 It may represent an abandoned airshaft. A
ventilation shaft (nowblocked) is located onthe southeastmargin
of the terrace. Underground access to the kilns was via a tunnel
which probably extended along their eastem side and connected
with the ventilation shaft mentioned above. The tunnel is now
blocked by a roofcollapse a short distance in from the portal.

Golden Cross (Waitekauri Valley)

Excavations for roasting kilns for the Golden Cross mine were
underway in 1893.3

There are two kilns, construslsd 6n 3 5imilr principle to
those used by the Waihi Company, capable of holding
60 tons ofore, and covered over by a shed ... [From thE
adit] the trucks are run on to ahydraulic lift, rarhichraises
them to the required level, so that the ore can be emptied
into the kiln. The ore is conveyed from the bottom of
the kilns to the battery building on tamway trucks... ra

One definite kiln and the possible site of another were
recorded by Twohill (1987). The obvious kiln is located on the
hillside about 20 m above and 50 m northeast ofthe old batterv
site. This large pit has been excavated into steeply sloping
ground, and is 8-10 m deep on its northem side bufody 2-3 m
deep on the southwest side. There is a double (forked) access-
way into the pit on the lower southwest side, which must have
been used for either loading the kiln or removing the roasted ore
from it. The kiln is infills6 to within 0.5 m ofthe access-wav
level, and is about 7.5 m wide at its present .base'. A shallow
depression approximately 6 m in diameter on level ground above
the large pit may mark the site of the second kiln.

. Accordi.g to an 1894 report .it will be necessary to again
elevate the roasted ore from the outlet of the kilns to reachthe
stone-breakerontop oftheplant'.ss However, whether the .outlet
of the kilns' refers to a tunnel, or the opening on the southwest
side of the pit was not explained.

It is not clear from tle present terrain and historical records
exactly how the kilns were loaded or discharged. An lg99 plan
ofthe Golden Cross settlement shows atamway extendingfrom
the battery to the kilas, but no access tunnel. The hamwav
aliqrment forms a long curue, presumably in order to gain altitude
gradually, and appears to have extended to the open entance-
way into the main kiln. Ore could have been elevated from this
point to charge the kiln(s), but unloading roasted ore from the
same level would have been arduous and inefficient. Another
possibility is that the roasted ore was discharged via chutes into
the Kiln Crosscut tunnel which passed almesf dfuestly beneath
the kilns and continued on to the No. I shaft. The collapsed
portal to this tunnel is situated just east of, and at alnost on the
same level, as the battery site. There is no evidence of a ftamway
extending direcfly from the portal to the battery although a frestle
may have spanned tlhe gap. The Golden Cross kilns were used
until about 1899.

Kapai-Vermont (Kuaotunu)

The Kapai-Vermont kilns are the most northerly on the peirinsula,
and the only ones outside the Ohinemuri Aisilct @ig. l). fti
company appears to have opted for roasting because the gold
was in minute particles. The kilns were conitructed in lg9?-5.
qnlftrobablf used until late l89Z when the Kapai-Vermoni
G.M.C. ceased work and went into liquidation.$

The kilns are located in the upper Kuaotunu Valley below
State Highway 25, ona moderately steep hillside about 2SO m
north-northwest of the Kapai-Vermont low level adig the main
gntancg to the mine (Fig. 5). The battery was situated just to
the northwest. The kilns and their operation were descriLed by
Simpson (1979). Recently Moorc et al (1996) presented a briJf
account of tlem together with a sketch plan.

Reports in I 894 and I 895 state there were two kilns each 16
ft in.dia_n9t9r at the top, with a depth of 27 ft, and capable of
treating 70-80 tons of ore.s7 By 1896 there were .five kilns [in
a row], with a capaclty for holding 500 tons',5s altho,,gh anqtlier
1896 report states that each ofthe 5 kilns held 80 tons olquartz.5e
From the size of the kilns (Fig. 5), it is likely they were of g0
tonscapacity (see later). The same year the company erected a
revolvin- g furnace (rotary ore-drier)e similar in deiip to the
one at the Luck-at-Last battery near Whangamata.ct According
to Simpson (1979:52) tlree of the original kilns were infiilsd
before the ore-drier was installed, but field evidence indicates
only nvo were completely ffilled.

Of the tbree remaining kilns, two are still reasonably well
pr.e-serve-{, bltth. third (no.3) has been largely infilled, partly
with mullock. None ofthe kilns are brick-linea. fne sitebftll
two completely infilled kilns is cleady identifiable, as a level
area with a low earth rim on the westem side. Shallow grooves
on this rim possibly mark the position of timber bearers which
supported the revolving fumace.

Underground access to tle kilns was via a 25 m-long tunnel,
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Fig. 5: Plan and sections through the Kapai-Vermont kilns, Kuaottmu.
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):e Kapai-Vermont battery site (foreground) and kiln shed (right), Iate 1890s (photo courtesy Auckland Public Library)

,'- .,,r -:-i::eJ *ith a service tunnel adjacent to kiln 3 (Fig.
-: : r : iss mnnel is now blocked, but the service tunnel,

i: ': ' r--: L ts still open. At the point opposite where the ore
r:r "-i: .:.:i: :om the base of each kiln there are inclined
':: ;: - ::-=::s. and there is a larger, vertical airshaft at the
r: ,: i::-. 

-_ 
: : : -le service tunnel. Historical photographs show

riiiliiiiri. lt: r :_.1 '.i 3:3 covered by a long shed @late 3).

b' um*n-r l:-" 1\ silsprrri Valley)

- r : ::: :: :e \!'aitekauri battery in 1896 includes 'eight
, :  :rr  .r  ] i , t  rons capacity, and two, each of 200 tons
,iriiilf u - --::'. $ ere probably constructed in I 895, after the
riirir,"--:. :---: :e:: :wchased by the Waitekawi G.M.C. This
i r : -: ,. . :'.3: lhe Golden Cross mine at the same time and
'1iul - : : :: : : : there. by horse tramway, to the Waitekauri
r:iirLi:r.:* 

*t 
: ' .I :: -:e krlns was at the same level as the tamway.

" .* -: i -'- -:-: mill had been converted to wet-crushing
L,"r . . . .-  ,  - :  -- : ' . : : :rade the ki lns redundant.63 A map of the
f, ", :::r, -,-:- . : :r. ::3\\r n 1926, Shows a row of ten kilnS On
luill :.: ::' _.::: i:e baftery. They are believed to have been

-  :_:  - i :

r '  i r i0 ' : ,  \ [ . i r r t , l tO \al le l ' )

,, r : r-::-.: ::::rence to the St Hippo (or Waitekauri
r:-.-i: 1 --,r :::3:s to the intention to establish an aerial

':tff-

":til:-
-: -: , : "--:::_i rhe need to send the ore by a ground

: --- ---: ::-:::3 io the kilns. a distance of half a mile.

being lost to the elements was a major concern.
The kiln site is shown on a 1926 mining plan of the area.

There were four kilns on the St. Hippo claim, at two diflerent
locations. The two 'lower' kilns refened to above are situated
on the levelled crest of a narrow spur. Both have partially
collapsed, and are largely infilled. The larger one is now about
6.5 m wide, while the other is only 4.5 m across. Judging from
the position of what is assumed to be the access tunnel portal,
their original depth must have been no more than about 6 m.

The two 'upper' kilns, originally recorded by Broad et al.
(1984), are close to the upper St Hippo workings (see Moore e/
al. 1996) and are much larger and better preserved. They are
about l0 m in diameter and at least 8 m deep, although because
their rims are lower on the north side, their useable depth may
only have been 5-6 m. Volume calculations suggest each kiln
could have held 50-100 tons of ore. It seems likely that these
kilns were constructed first, to treat ore from the upper workings,
but their use was discontinued c. 1897 when the No.3 level (at a
much lower elevation) began to be used as the main access to
the mine . The lower kilns were presumably built in 1897-98 to
avoid the need to elevate ore to the kilns on the upper level.

Silverton (Waihi)

Three 150-ton kilns were constructed adjacent to the Silverton
shaft about 1896 (McAra 1988:105). They have not been
relocated and have probably been filled in.

Grace Darling (Waitekauri Valley)

A brief 1894 report on this mine states: 'It is intended to adopt
dry crushing, which will necessitate drying kilns to be made
before crushing is commenced'.65 However, there is no evidence
of a kiln at the Grace Darling battery site, and it seems unlikely
that any were constructed.

iLlri: * : ': -: : . .: -: :, :e banery by aerial tramway for 3/c of a
':r , j- ----: t :.: :s naintained, a rotary crusher will be
r*": -i- - - , ,-_- = -:.: r:e. saving a good deal of handling and
,rLi : - - - ,- '--. : n, -:s. $ hrch cannot be worked in wet and
'': * :-.-t:- *i :: :: :s eitherdamped,orthelighterportions

- - : :. ':.:r,.li to the mill'.64 This suggests that
i ir r '  :-: - ' :. ..:3::.rdthattheamountoffinermaterial

,.:/aotunu.
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ANALYSIS OX'THE KILNS

Design and C)peration

Despite the voluminous amount of historic mining literature on
just about every aspect of chemical and mechanical gold
extraction technology, we are not aware of any reports which
specifically describe how to build an ore-roasting kiln, or the
best way to operate one efficiently.

The Hauraki in-ground ore-roasting kilns vary from 8 to
9.5 m deep and 5-8 m in diameter. They were generally
excavated by cutting into sloping ground or levelling a ridge at
a higher elevation than the crushing floor of the associated
batteries. The kilns have steep sides gradually tapering to a
rounded base, and are open at the top.

The Hatuaki kilns are ananged in either single or double
rows, with up to ten kilns in a row. Most were covered by open-
sided or partially enclosed sheds which would have provided
shelter for the kilnJoaders, contributed to the stability of the
kiln walls by reducing ground moisture, the efficiency of their
operation by reducing heat loss, and dampness effecting the
desired end product - totally dry, heat-stessed ore.

Both wet ore and frewood were loaded into the kilns from
skips, which either ran along rails supported across the top of
the kilns, or on tracks beside or between them. In small kilns
the dried ore was withdrawn as soon as all the wood had bumed:
the empty kiln was then reloaded. Larger kilns enabled the ore-
roasting process to be a continuous operation, by topping up the
kilns with more raw ore and fuewood whenever a quantity of
roasted ore was withdrawn through the basal chutes.6 There
was sufficient heat in the kiln and the remaining load to igrite
the new fuel and achieve a satisfactory roast. At the Union/
Waihi battery continuous batch production was achieved by
withdrawing about half of the roasted ore every third day.67 On
these figures each batch of 50 tons was roasted for six days.

Factors such as maintenance work on the kilns, clearing
blockages in the discharge chutes, and maintaining a desired
throughput would have govemed how often and how many of
the kilns were worked at any one time.

The roasted ore, dried and broken down but contaminated
to some extent with ash and charcoal. was extracted from the
base of the kilns via narrow inclined chutes (sometimes bricked)
which opened into underground service tunnels. There the ore
was loaded into skips and trucked out to the crushers.

Ventilation was provided by the service tunnels and usually
supplemented by air shafts extending to the surface. The
anangement of these features is unique to each kiln site. In
addition to helping to maintain the fues in the kilns, the air shafts
would have provided some fresh air and an element of cooling
for the underground kiln workers; even so, the heat, and the
dust when the kilns were being discharged, must have been well
nigh intolerable.

Dimensions and Shape

The dimensions of the kilns were measured at the Woodstock-
Talisman, Union/Waihi, Victoria, Jubilee, and KapalVermont
battery sites. Some kilns could not be measured because ofpartial
collapse of the sides or significant infilling. The latter made the
measurement of maximum depths difficult, but they could be
established by determining the approximate height befween the
top of the kilns and the associated access tururels, and making
some allowance for the ore chutes.

Despite error in some measurements (up to about 0.5 m for
depth and 0.3 m for width), there are obvious size groupings
(Fig. 6). For example, the Woodstock-Talisman, Jubilee, and
Kapai-Vermont kilns are distinctly nanower than the Union and
Victoria kihs. The Woodstock kilns are also deeper than most
others, with depths of up to 9.5 m. The majority are between
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Fig. 6: Dimensions of the ore-roasting kilns. Open synbols - possible
mean values; symbols with vertical bars - minimum depths.

8 m and 8.5 m deep.

There is also considerable variation in the size ofthe kilns at
the different sites. The Woodstock-Talisman kilns vary quite
markedly in both depth and width, whereas at the Union/Waihi
site the kilns differ mainly in width Gig. 6). In contrast, the
Jubilee kilns are remarkably similar in size. Clearly, and not
surprisingly, there is greater variation in the dimensions where
kilns were constructed at different times (Woodstock-Talisman),
or enlarged at a later stage (Union-Waihi).

As expected from their differing dimensions, the shape of
the kilns varies considerably. The Victoria kilns have distinctly
U-shaped cross-sections, whereas some of the Woodstock kilns
are almost V-shaped (Fig. 7). The others fit somewhere between
these two extremes. There is also some variation among kilns
at the same location, again most noticeably at the Woodstock
and Union/Waihi sites. In some kilns, for example, the upper
sides are nearly vertical (e.g. Fig. 7b), although the majority
taper gradually towards the base. Possible reasons for some of
these differences in size and shape are considered in more detail
below.

Ore Capacity and Fuel Requirements

Several factors make the calculation of 'kiln capacity' difficult.
Firstly, as outlined earlier, there are conflicting statements in
the historic records about the capacities of many of the kilns
and in some instances no information at all. Secondly, the
diffrculties are compounded because no information is provided
as to whether the stated capacities refer to the actual, optimum
or maximum arnounts of ore each kiln held, nor to the actual
volumes of the charges of ore and wood placed in each kiln
prior to 'firing up' or 'topping them up'. These difficulties, of
necessiry require some assumptions (outlined below), in order
to calculate the 'probable operating capacities' ofthe kitns.

Rough calculations of the volume of the kilns, and the
volumes that would be occupied by the ore (essentially quartz
with minor sulphides, country rock, and clay) and fuelwood,
enable us to estimate their likely ore capacity (Table 2). The
bulk density of the ore loaded into the kilns was probably very
similar to that processed from the modern opencast mine at
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arfrr, i.e. 1.5-2 tonne/m3 @. Mcleod, Waihi Gold Co. pers
;:rnm.). The volume occupied by the fuelwood is more difficult
:c qork out because it depends on what type it was, of what
ar:: how it was stacked, and how thick the wood layers were.
5nrer-er, considering the types of wood likely to have been
rsEd iD the kilns, an average density of 0.4 tonnes/m3 seems
nascnable @. Wallace pers comm.). Also, assuming the logs
nsr stacked in a lattice slangement, air cavities could have
rmrt 1ry between 30Yo and 60% of the volume of wood layers,
tuugi a figure of 40% is probably appropriate.6t

On the basis of these calculations, and accepting that the
mrm l-aien"fif'/nifri kilns had an ore capacity of 100 tons,6e then
tu "i-rctoria kilns probably had an ore capacity of 150-200 tons,
ru tre Woodstock and Jubilee kilns most likely held 50-60
r@s urf or€ (Table 2). These are the estimated quantities of ore
tu Flns could hold at their initial loading, at a ratio of ore to
mN. qrf aound 2:1 or 3:1. Although the Kapai-Vermont kilns
rorr med to have had an ore capacity of 80 tons, that may
rmi: reao possible only if the ratio of ore to wood was about

lie rm6s11 of fuelwood used in the kilns is obviously a
.rrrual t-actor in these calculations. According to McAra'l'4f,t 

-::-<). the Union kilns required one ton of wood for every
um. :r :ne- but volume calculations indicate that 100 tons of ore

-* - -rJ tons of wood (allowing 40o/o for voids) would have
or*r-:-ral fte kilns. A more likely figure is 45-50 tons ofwood,
M. gnts a ratio of approx . 2:l (Table 2).

h :896 ore production from the Martha Mine was about
lE [|fitl short tons (38 700 tons), and in that year approximately
.1ll0f Xrl rrns of fuelwood was used in the kilns and boilers (McAra
l!91fi I I I r -: Assuming that at least 2000 tons of timber was
wd. Ar $e boilers (a conservative quantity, based on figures
tium ilr-' . \ic-A,ra I 988:93), then about 8500 tons must have been

Fig. 7 : Shapes of the hilns : a Woodstock kiln 2 ; b - Jubilee kiln I,
c - Uniott/Waihi kiln l: d - Victoria kiln l.
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TABLE 2: Calculated Volumes of Kilns, Orc, and Fuelwood
rffiinr nggl 91
tnucrr€,'El

Stated ore Calculated rolume Calculated ore Estimated ouantitv
capacity (tors) (m.) (1) rolunre (2) of wood tc fill kiln

Estimated ratio of Probable ore
ore to ulood (4) capacity (tors)
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lec r a€?g€ brik dersity of ore (1.75 tonne/m3) ftom modern Martha Mine (D McLeod, V\Aihi
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-= 
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.uE {% b ocs e . tcn \,rood = 2.5m3 (+40Yo). Possible qr,lantiti6s in brackets.

iur sqlrros tr 1Ta cadirg of kiln onty. Possible figures in brackets.
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consumed in the kilns. If these figures are correct, t}le overall
ratio of ore to wood used in the kilns was around 4.5:1.

The main Union kilns were operated on a continuous basis.
and about halfthe dried ore (50 tons) was withdrawn every third
day, with another 50 tons ofwet ore plus more wood being added
on top of the remaining load.72 The actual quantity oi wood
added is not stated, although only sufficient fuelwood to drv 50
tons, not 100 tons, of ore at a time was required. At a ratio of
l:4.5 that would have been about 12 tons. That would make the
kilns approx. 60yo f1rll, allowing for the volume occupied by
charcoal in the residual load, the smaller quantity ofwooa us.d,
and reduced void spaces in the newly added wood layers because
of probable random placement of logs. If wood were added at
the same ratio as in the initial loading (i.e.2:l), then the kilns
would have been 80 - 100% full.

The Victoria kilns were also used continuously, with .each
holding 25 tons [of timber]'.73 This presumably meant that 25
tons of fuelwood was added each time the kilns were reloaded.
So, assuming the kilns held 150 tons of ore and that half the
load was withdrawn at a time (as at the Union kilns), then the
ratio of ore to wood was about 3 : I . In that case the kilns would
have operated 70-80% full. However, it is possible that more
than 75 tons of ore was added at the fust reloading - perhaps
125 tons, which would mean the Victoria kilns were of 200 tons
capacify. The ratio of ore to wood used would then be about 4:l
(100 tons of ore plus 25 tons of wood added at subsequent
reloading) and the kilns would have operated 80-90% full.

It is evident, then, that in a continuous roasting process much
less fuelwood was required, with the ratio of ore to wood
generally being between 3:1 and 4:1.7a probably only in smaller,
intermittently operated kilns, and in the initial loadins of
continuously operating kilns, was a higher proportio; of
fuelwood necessary. It would also seem that - with the possible
exception of the Woodstock kilns, which were .always kept full
and buming' - in continuous operations the kilns were operated
about % fu11.75

Obviously the variable amorurt offuelwood needed to operate
the kilns could also explain some ofthe discrepancies in reported
capacity. For instance, the main Union kilns could have held
100 or 150 tons ofore, depending on whatratio ofore to wood
was used, and what percentage of its maximum capacity the
kiln was considered to operate at efficiently. tn general, the
stated capacities cited in historical records probably refer to the
cptimum or usual operating capacity, rather than the maximum
amount of ore each kiln could hold. Whether the later Union
kihs had an operating ore capacity or maximum capacity of
250 tons is unclear, but if the former, then they were probably
the largest kilns constructed on the Hauraki gotdfield (along with
those at the Waitekauri battery).76

Factors Influencing Kiln Design (Size and Shape)

Rock type and ground stability

The ore kilns were excavated in various rock types - ignimbrite
(a rock composed of pumice and volcanic ash) (Victoria, Union/
Waihi); andesite or dacite (Woodstocktalisman, Jubilee, Golden
Cross, Waitekauri, St Hippo, Silverton?), and greyraacke (Kapai-
Vermont). Some ofthe Hauraki kilns Mctoria and Union/Waihi)
were entirely or partially brick-lined, but the majority had
exposed rock walls. Whether lithology, or the degree of fracturing
and weathering (hence likely stability) of the rock had any
influence on the size and shape of kilns is difficult to assess. It
is notable that the larger Victoria and Union kilns were excavated
in ignimbrite which is relatively easy to dig by hand, and they
are the only ones which are brick-lined. This may reflect some
concern aboutthe stability ofthe substrate, butthe Waihi G.M.C.
(which owned both facilities) was a progressive enterprise and
may have lined the kilns because it believed this added to their
thermal efficiency.
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Topography

The topography of each site must have had some influence upon
the ultimate size and shape of the kilns and the positioning of
access tunnels and airshafts. The smaller, narrower kilns
(Woodstock, Jubilee, Kapai-Verrnont) were all located on steep
hillsides. Obviously it would require far more effort, and
expense, to excavate a platform for kilns on a steep slope than
on level ground, but because ofthe terrain there was often little
choice. On the other hand, steep hillside locations provided an
opportunity to excavate deeper kilns and make better use of
gravity.

Efficiency

We have no information on whether larger U-shaped kilns were
better at roasting ore tlan narrower V-shaped ones, but larger
kilas probably required less fuelwood per ton of ore. Althorigh
it is possible that any ofthe Hauraki kilns could have been worked
continuously, historical accounts suggest the larger kilns such
as those at the Union/Waihi and Victoria battery sites were much
more suitable for continuous production. Their greater volume
and heat retention enabled batches ofore to be roasted in less
time.

The availability and cost of fuelwood is likely to have had
some bearing on the size and number of kilns which were
constructed, and whether (as at the Union/Waihi battery) they
were enlargsd at a later stage. At Waihi and Waikino large
quantities of timber were available from the nearby bush, and
could be easily transported to the kilns. In other areas suitable
fuelwood, if not scarce, is likely to have been more difficult to
obtain and expensive to transport. This is one ofthe reasons
why some companies replaced their kilns with rotary ore dryers.u

Desired or Anticipated Throughput

The desired or anticipated throughput ofore was undoubtedly
an important consideration with regard to the number and size
ofthe kilns at each site. As documented earlier the Union/Waihi
Company increased both the number (eventually 13 in total)
and the capacify- of their kilns over time as their ore exhaction
increased. Similarly the Waihi G.M.C., which established the
Victoria battery knew it was dealing with large ore bodies and
would require a substantial roasting capacity, hence the
construction ofeight large kilns on the site (although only six
appear to have been in continuous use).7E

Ore Chutes

The ore chutes are an interesting feafure in themselves because
their design varies somewhat between localities, and between
kitns at the same site. Although few of the mouths of the ore
chutes (at the base ofthe kilns) are now exposed, they were not
always situated at the lowest point. Some were positioned to
one side (e.g. Woodstock kiln 3). The shape and size of the
opening also varies considerably, from narrow and almost square
(c.1.2 m diam., Victoria kiln 1) to more open and rounded (e.g.
Union kiln l0). Some chute openings are brick-lined, whili
others consist of smoothed rock.

Inside the service funnels, the end ofthe chutes are closed
by a gate made from either a single solid steel plate, or by two
plates, one fixed, the other moveable. The gate plates, raised
and lowered by a lever or pulley, slid up and down in runners on
either side, usually made from short lengths of tram or railway
track. Most gates are about 90 cm-1 m wide and I m high.
Virtually no two are identical. While they clearly operated on
the same general principle, they tend to have a somewhat rough
and individual look about them, probably owing to their regular
buming out (cf. fue grates) and periodically needing replacement
or repairs. Their appearance suggests scrap steel was routinely
used for replacement parts or strengthening the gate surround.

The ore chutes generally slope at an angle of 40 to 45 degrees,
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and gate mechanism, Kapai-Vermont kitns (photo by

' . .:-. :..m about 30 to 50 degrees (e.g. Woodstock kilns). The
ri: :. : , : :e chutes seems to have depended on how accurately the

: : .: 'Jre kiln was lined up with the position of the service
;:-:: :..-r\\' it. In mOst placeS the ChuteS are SunOUnded by*' . i i :n. used to block up the original roughly hewn cavity.
r ' - ,, "::: also used to line the chute roof and in some cases the
i . : iapai-Vermont kiln 3, Fig. 5, see plate 4).

t,** \ LO.{DING TECHNOLOGY

*-.:- *-,: :ourse of removing accumulated rubbish from one
. : " j-S ar rhe Victoria battery site recently, the Dept. of
: :-,::.--n $'ork crew found a set of f langeless wheels.. . : ::-::-lr. tnformation was received (via J. Filkington pers.

:: : _: ar elderly man who said his father ,had worked
:r | -,: ; :a: the wheels were a component ofthe system which

; - .: : : :: :rpping the contents of the trucks (ore or fuelwood)
: .: : . -s Nhen they .were burning'.

: : - : -i: '.r e found no definitive information or evidence of
: - -: ::chnologies', the informant's unverified description
:: : :- ,-: s! :s outlined here for the record. Because it was too

- -'; r.,-: loaders to push the trucks over the kilns, they
, 'r- -: - t;: or otherwise manipulated) out on tracks over the
..:i" :": -:: -ths. and tipped by means of a hook attached to a
...r' : :r :i:l over the axle between the flaneeless wheels.

r - -:- :.-.:rsed inside pieces of angle iron iecured under
: i ::--::_:i. and extending the full length of each row of

- : --_::i ..\ere two identical sets). Apparently the hooks
. ':r' :: : : _.:::J to either side of the side_tipping rakeline

-:. :3\ uere lodged under the rim, a quick upward
: -::.: :ipped the contents of the truck to either side

r "' : _- .:: x3\t truck was then moved into position. The';LL .:: -: :.-::::rng trucks uSed by the Waihi GMC at th€
' - - ' .-:i. ::r e a u'ide flange on the rim, so it conceivable

:l .,., '-* .- : .-:::d hook would tip their contents out. The
- : " : :-..:::- :lat prevented the trucks from tipping whilst

- : : : , :: :eleased before the trucks were moved over

the kilns.

. Although the tipping system described above may have been
lnique to the Victoria battr;ry kilns, it seems likely that similar
'remote-coltolled' systems, or long-handled ,tipping tools' were
used at other kiln-sites where ore-roasting was a continuous
process and it was too hot, smoky or dangerous for the kiln_
loaders to work immediately above the tuming tilns.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

By the time some of the mining companies on the Hauraki
goldtield adopted ore-roasting in ttre 1890s ( Table I ), the process
was largely obsolete in Australia. While it may seem that the
New Zealand 'ore-roasters' were about 40 years benina the times,
they were, in effect, faced with the same problems that their
Aushalian cowrterparts had faced a few decides earlier, i.e. rich
refractory ores yielding poor retums. Ore-roasting was expensive
in terms of labour and fuel, but it was a proven iechnology, and
on the Hauraki goldfield abundant timbir was readily avaiiable
to fuel wood-fired kilns.

In plan and cross-section the Hauraki kilas closely resemble
the 'inverted bell-shaped' lime kilns described in Ausfalian
situations by Pearson (1990:28-30), although the opening at the
base ofthe kilns for extraction of tle roasted ore is more iimitar
to that depicted in his diagram ofa ,continuous feed shaft-kiln,.7e
The Hauraki ore kilns differ from their Australian counterparts,
lolvever, in that they are much larger, typically g-9 m Aeep and
6-7 m wide, and are all excavated into the gro-una.

As in Austalia, ore-roasting in New Zealand was short-lived:
no more than seven years in most cases, principally because the
adoption ofwet-crushing in the mid-late i8gOs obviatea the need
for pre-roasting (in Australia fuel shortages and improvements
in crushing methods, particularly the advent of eificient jaw
crushers, seem to have been the main contributors to its
obsolescence).e

Other factors that undoubtedly hastened the demise of ore-
roasting were the ever-increasing cost of fuel as local supplies
dwindled, _the growing appreciation that dry-crushing'and
handling dusty, kiln-dried ore were maior health haZards
(particularly by causing silicosis), and thi fact that residual
charcoal in roasted ore tended to absorb a portion ofthe expensive
cyanide solution used in the cyanide process.

The surviving ore-roasting pits on the Coromandel peninsula
are an important example of early industrial technology, and
reflect a unique response (one ofthe many highly variible ore
freatments tried over the years) to the problem of extacting a
higher percentage ofthe gold from the hard refractory ores foind
within the Hauraki goldfield. The early ore treafinents failed
because the Ohinemuri ores in the southern part of the Hauraki
goldfield were characterised by high clay, sutphiOes and silver
content, all of which, more often than not, were finely mixed
with the gold resulting in poor gold recovery in relationio assay
values.

Despite the precedence of ore-roasting in Australia, we have
found no documented evidence that the Hiuraki mine managers
drew directly on the ore-roasting experience and techniques
developed in Australia. Not only are the Austlalian kilns much
smaller and different in that for the most part they are not built
in-ground, the rise and decline of ore-roaiting, aileast where it
was most prevalent, in Victoria, appears to have occurred for
substantially different reasons and some three decades earlier
(although at least one kiln was operating there after 1900).sr

, However, as outlined, there is evidence that during the late
1880s the mining inspectors and some of the Hauraki mine
managers looked to contemporary American experience in
treating refractory ores, and reached the conclusion that pre_
roasting (coupled with dry-crushing and pan amalgamation)
would greatly improve the recovery rates of the Ohinemuri
batteries. During 1888-89 the Union G.M.C. constructed the
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first kilns on the Hauraki field. Within about five years eight
other companies followed suit. But 6s things tumed out their
use was to be short-lived because ofthe general adoption by the
industry of wet-crushing combined with the revolutionary
cyanide process in the late 1890s.

Even if wet-crushing and the cyanide process had not been
adopted, wood-fired ore-roast''rg could only have been a short-
term and increasingly expensive measure because the source of
the fuel for the kilns, the forests in th; vicinity, were bei'g
consumed at an unsustainable rate (coal was not available as an
altemative fuel until a railway was constructed to the mines in
1905). Regardless of its efficiency as a teaheNr! ore-roasting
had devastating long-term effects on the environmelrt around
the mines as evidenced by this statement to the l9l0 Royal
Commission into the silting and flooding of the Waihou-
Ohinemuri River system. The Waihi G.M.C. metallurgist stated:
'[We used] hundreds of thousands of tons of firewood when we
were dry-crushing [and roasting]'. The loss of the bush had
serious ramifications: 'We find the efect on our water power is
this: A good rainfall in the old days would give us several weeks
of plenty of water, now it dies out in less than a week'.82 So,
beyond the general environmental degradation caused by the
destruction of the forests by the major mining sqmpanies
involved in roasting, its effects came back to haunt them long
after they had ceased the practice and turned to more efficient
methods of neating the ore.
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I PhilMoore, PeninsulaResearch. P.O. Box 120, Waihi, New
Zealand.

2 Neville Ritchie, Departnent of Conservation, Private Bag
3072, Hamilton, New Zealand.

3 de Bussy 197 | Yol.2. p.7 8, Kirk-Othmer I 984 Vol. I 4, p.365.

4 The next major innovations, the development of rotary and
reverberatory fumaces (both masonry and steel) are beyond
the scope ofthis paper. These muchmore efficient 'roasters'
differ in that the flames and heat generated in the furnace
are reflected by a lowroof plate downto ahearth where the
material (ores, metal etc.) are placed and heated without
coming into direct contact with the fuel. The major
advantages of rotary and reverberatory fumaces are that
fluxes can be readily added to the material to be roasted
because they do not get contaminated, absorbed or lost
amongst the fuel and by-products (wood, charcoal, ash etc.).
They are also much more fuel-efficient.

5 The Mining and Smelting Magazine 1862.

6 R.M. Sergeant quoted in Hodge 1979:151.

7 Information from U.S. colleagues via email communications.

8 Especially when used in association with dry-crushing and
pan amalgamation.
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Supple pers. comm.; Parks Victoria, n.d. Inventory of
Mining Sites in Victoria.

l0 Supple pers. comm. The relatively high incidence of kilns
in Victoria may be associated with the chlorination process
which requires pre-roasting of ores. A development, the
Newbury-Vautin chloriaation process, was widely used in
Australia. The advent of ore-roasting on the Australian
goldfields in the 1850s and its possible association with the
chlorination process warrants fi,rrther investigation.

11 Refractory ores are found elsewhere in New Zealan{ most
notably on the West Coast goldfields. Here, in the Inangahua
mines wet crushing was used from the outset even though
less than 50% of the gold was recovered. Pers. comm. R.
Hooker.

12 AJHR 1886 C-4a p.12.

13 AJHR 1888 C-5 p.97.

14 AJHR 1887 C-5 p.24-26.

15 AJHR 1887 C-5 p.62.

16 AJHR 1888 C-5 p.97.

17 AJHR 1897 C-3ap.4.

I 8 Simpson (l 979), Broad et al ( I 984), Twohill ( I 982), McAra
(1988), Ritchie (1990), Mcrrite et al 1996.

19 AJHR 1889 C-2p.42.

20 Downey 1935'236.

2l AJHR 1894 C-3 p.45.

22 AJHR 1894 C-3 p.45.

23 AJHR 1895 C-3ap.13.

24 AJHR 1895 C-3 p.63.

25 AJHR 1899 C-3 p.181 Essay by Mr A.H. Bromly on
'Treatment of Gold Ores in the Hauraki Peninsula',
originally published in the Engzn eering and Mining Journal,
New York. The costs were cited in $US.

26 AJHR 1897 C-3 p.91.

27 AJHR 1899 C-3ap.51.
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35 AJHR 1895 C-3 p.45, McAra 1988:89.

36 AJHR 1895 C-3 p.56.

37 AJHR 1896 C-3 p.68-69.

38 AJHR 1897 C-3a p.5.

39 AJHR 1898 C-3 p.67.

40 AJHR 1897 C-3 opp. p.68 To resolve this problem the
Woodstock Company gradually developed a complex
strategy for mar<imising gold recovery by hydraulic sizing
and neating the slimes and sands separately which woiked
but absorbed all the profits.

4l AJHR 1897 C-3 p.76, 1898 C-3 opp. p.68.

42 AJHR r902C-3p.41.

43 AJHR 1895 C-3 p.56, Climie & Staples 1983:26.

44 AJHR 1896 C-3 p.68-69.

45 Jarman l9ll.
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